Supplementary Methods
Optimizing the MT-SDREM objective Using α we maximize the following objective:
Here n t is the number of conditions the TF t is predicted to regulate, where T c is the list of TFs predicted to regulate the time series for condition c, P c t is the set of paths that start from a source of condition c and end in TF t, h p is the weight of the path which is defined as the multiplication of the probabilities of the edges in the path, s tc is the score of the TF t for condition c, and I(p) is an indicator function indicating whether path p is satisfied or not (a path is satisfied if all the edges in the path are oriented in a direction that links the source to the target).
For α ≥ 1 the objective above would prefer selecting joint TFs to equally explanatory TFs that are not shared. Thus α represents a trade-off between fitting individual networks (specifically, α = 1 means that we are back to our condition independent network learning) and learning a single joint network (very high values of α will lead to the selection of the same TFs for all networks). Note that the n α t factor implements the ρ function (for regularizing between tasks). The procedure to select an appropriate value for α is described later.
We use a greedy algorithm to optimize the objective. We randomly select a direction for every edge that has conflicting direction, i.e. it is present in opposite directions in two different pathways. We then do a local search to arrive at a local minimum. We flip the directions of the conflicting edges, always choosing the flip that increases our objective by the highest amount until we can't find any flip that would still improve the objective. This approach is similar to SDREM's approach which has been shown to work well, both on real and on simulated data [1] .
After we optimize the above objective, we obtain a single oriented network for each condition. We then use that network to obtain new priors for TFs for DREM. First we compute the weights for the TF for each condition using the equation
where t is the TF and P c t is the set of selected paths for condition c that end in TF t. To normalize these scores, we further run the above orientation procedure L number of times, each time with an additional set of randomly selected TFs which are not predicted to regulate any of the conditions. We use the random score to adjust the score for the predicted TF [1] .
Detailed description of the algorithm
We constructed a probability for each protein-protein interaction (ppi) using the formula 1 − Π n i=1 (1 − p i ) where p i is our confidence that the ith experimental evidence for the ppi is a true positive. The network so constructed has in the HGNC symbol naming scheme, 228,159 edges and 16,671 proteins with maximum degree 9,368 and average degree 27.372.
1. First, we pre-process the data. Let S = ∪ c∈C S c where S c is the set of sources for condition c. We exhaustively search for all simple (non-cylic) paths from all sources in S to all TFs in our protein interaction network. The weight of a path is defined as the multiplication of the probabilities of the edges in the path (actual calculation done by summation in log space). We select and keep the top k paths by weight. Denote this set of paths P and let the weight of path p be h p .
2. We run DREM (Dynamic Regulatory Events Miner) on the time series data for every condition individually with default prior π tg = 0.5 for all TF-gene interactions. DREM is based on an input output Hidden Markov model and annotates the various time points of the time series with TFs that are supposed to be regulating the genes at those time points.
3. We extract a list of TFs from the results output by DREM and assign them a score in the same manner as done in SDREM. Let T c be the set of TFs for condition c and let s tc be the score of TF t in condition c. Let n t be the number of conditions TF t is present in. Let T = ∪ c T c and T all be the set of all possible TFs. In addition, the score for a TF is increased by multiplication with the n α t factor discussed in the previous section. As mentioned before, this factor is how we implement the ρ function of the objective.
4. We create the TF sets T i = T ∪ T r where T i r is a randomly selected set of TFs from T all \T such that |T r | = |T |. We create L such sets. In addition we also create the set T L+1 r = ∅ and thus T L+1 = T .
For every TF
we then compute f ti = c p h p · s tc where the path p ends in TF t and p has edges that are of the same orientation as those reached in optimization problem i.
6. We then create a list M consisting of all the f ti so computed and sort that list according to the f ti .
7. Then for a TF t ∈ T , if f t,L+1 is in the 80th percentile of list M , we increase it's prior via the formula π new tg = (π tg + 1)/2 for all genes g. In addition, if f t,L+1 is greater than the node threshold parameter, the prior is also increased similarly. If neither of the two conditions hold, we decrease the prior via the formula π new tg = max(0.01, π tg /2) 8. We run steps 2-7 for 10 iterations which is the default number of iterations of SDREM.
Learning parameters for the multi-task objective
For handling parameters for the SDREM component, we refer the reader to [1] . We use the default provided parameters for SDREM inside of MT-SDREM. MT-SDREM adds the α parameter to the set of parameters. α encodes our prior on how much the given conditions are related. One way to choose α is to perform cross validation on say the number of RNAi hits one obtains in the top k ranked genes. Another, which is what we use here, is to look for an α which is in a stable region -i.e. perturbing it would not change the results in terms of the TFs that we extract. We found that α = 6 achieves such stability and we thus use that for all our experiments. Results for other α close to 6 are provided in the Supplementary Results.
Constructing the joint signaling network
To construct the joint signaling network in Figure 1 of the main text, we took the top 200 source, intermediate, and target (TFs predicted to regulated the condition's gene expression) proteins from each of the 3 conditions. We then looked at the set of paths from a source protein to an intermediate protein to a target protein and computing the condition-specific path flow for each protein (see Materials and Methods for details on how to compute it given a set of paths). We also computed the path flow for each edge between the selected proteins. Edge path flow was computed in a similar manner to node path flow by summing path scores for all paths containing that edge. We then only selected nodes which had a flow of at least 1000 and edges which had a flow of at least 200.
Kemeny-Young Method
The Kemeny-Young method is used to merge several different ranked lists r 1 , . . . , r n into a single ranked list R. R is constructed so as to minimize the total number of conflicts with the lists r 1 , . . . , r n . For example, if r i ranks gene A above gene B, but R ranks gene B above gene A, that counts as 1 conflict. The sum of such conflicts between R and r i , 1 ≤ i ≤ n is what is minimized by the Kemeny-Young method.
Supplementary Results

Regulatory networks for H3N2 and H5N1
The regulatory networks for H3N2 and H5N1 are presented in this section. The discussion of the figures is in the Results section of the main text. Figure S1 . The H3N2 regulatory network is presented. The paths represent the different gene sets which are coexpressed. The TF lists are the TFs predicted to regulate the path that they are connected to. Figure S2 . The H5N1 regulatory network is presented. The paths represent the different gene sets which are coexpressed. The TF lists are the TFs predicted to regulate the path that they are connected to. H1N1  H3N2  H5N1  CREB1  PCNA  CASP8  PARP1  COPS5  ERBB3  XRCC6  IRF7  COMMD1  POLR2A  SMAD1  PSMA7  CEBPD  ETS1  SPI1  TRIM28  SP3  NUP98  ATM  SMARCB1  HNRNPF  ACTB  TP63  KPNA6  XRCC5  SFPQ  EIF4G1  HSF1  BCR  PCBP1  EEF1A1  SMURF2  DDX39B  ATF4  TRIM27  STAU1  KHDRBS1  ANXA1  IPO5  HNRNPA1  DCTN1  PABPN1  HSP90AB1  CHAF1A  TLR3  DDB1  DVL3  HSPA4  POU2F1  KAT2B  GTF3C3  CRKL  DDX3X  MX1  CRK  RPS3A  GLUL  RPL5  RABGEF1  CCND1  RUVBL2  AIMP2  NQO2  RPL11  SP4  CDKN1B  CDC42  HNRNPH1  TLR8  MCM7  PSMD8  MAPK8  DDX17  MAGEA11  NOMO2  VIM  MLH1  CDKN1A  EWSR1  GSK3B  SIRT1  RPS7  NCOR1  RUNX2  RBM14  FOS  PIN1  IVNS1ABP  NMI  SNAPC4  ERBB2  NCOA3  TRAF6  TP73  CASP3  PRKDC  CDK1   Table S1 . Strain-specific protein list
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RNAi screen hits
We compiled primary hits from three genome-wide [2] [3] [4] and two targeted [5, 6] RNAi screens. The studies varied in the type of human cells, viral strain, functional readout, and other experimental conditions as reviewed in [7] . Brass et al. [2] identified host genes required for viral replication by quantifying the surface expression of the viral hemagglutinin protein. Karlas et al. [3] measured both viral nucleoprotein levels and released viral particles to probe different stages of the viral replication cycle. König et al. [4] detected host factors that inhibit replication efficiency using a modified H1N1 virus that contained a luciferase reporter in place of the hemagglutinin gene. Shapira et al. [5] first identified human proteins that directly interact with viral proteins and their neighbors in the human PPI network as well as human genes that are differentially expressed following viral infection or related treatments. They expanded this set of candidate genes to include related pathway members, and performed three assays to quantify the impact on viral production and interferon beta levels in response to viral RNA transfection or infection by a mutant H1N1 strain. As in [7] , we considered only the primary hits that inhibit viral replication upon knockdown. Bortz et al. [6] focused specifically on human genes that modulate viral polymerase activity, screening only a targeted list of human proteins known to interact with H1N1 viral polymerase, nucleoprotein, or ribonucleoprotein that was further refined based on interaction network properties and molecular function. The host genes' impact on viral polymerase activity was separately assessed in two screens: one that transfected human cells with viral polymerase alone and another that infected cells with the complete influenza virus. We included genes that significantly affected polymerase activity in either screen as RNAi hits and collected strain-specific hits for the independent H1N1 and H5N1 screens. In Figure S3 , we present RNAi screen hits comparison between GeneMania, MT-SDREM, and, I-SDREM. GeneMania outputs a list of genes predicted to be associated with a set of seed genes. We again gave the list of source proteins as the seed genes. Since GeneMania doesn't include the seed genes in its resultant ranking, we compared the ranking output by MT-SDREM and I-SDREM with the source proteins removed, against the results output by GeneMania. The results are in Figure S3 . GeneMania gets only 7 RNAi screen hits in its top 100 genes. I-SDREM and MT-SDREM do considerably better getting 21 and 23 genes respectively.
In Table S3 , we give the the screen hits overlap for the top 100 genes as ranked by Endeavour for the various configurations we ran Endeavour in.
cutoff I-SDREM MT-SDREM  50  21  22  100  35  39  150  48  50  200  58  58  250  66  69  300  75  78  350  81  84  400  89  87  450  94  93  500 101 100 
GSEA comparison
We compared the ranking of MT-SDREM to the ranking output by I-SDREM and by GSEA [8] .
Method Enrichment Score GSEA ranking 0.34 I-SDREM 0.89 MT-SDREM 0.90 Table S4 . Enrichment Score with H1N1 screen hits being the gene enrichment set
Stability of results with respect to α H1N1 & H3N2 & H5N1  H1N1 & H3N2  H3N2 & H5N1 H1N1 & H5N1  5  6  5  6  5  6  5  6  AR  AR  IRF1  IRF1  HIF1A HIF1A  BRCA1  BRCA1  IRF3  IRF3  STAT3 STAT3  EP300  EP300  IRF5  IRF5  TP53  ATF2  ESR1  ESR1  CEBPA  FOSL2  JUN  JUN  STAT1 TFAP2A  PPARG  PPARG  RB1  RB1  SMAD4  SMAD4  CEBPA  SOX9  STAT1  TP53   Table S5 . To demonstrate the stability of the results for different values of α, the TF comparison for α = 5 and α = 6 is presented. H1N1 & H3N2  H3N2 & H5N1 H1N1 & H5N1  7  6  7  6  7  6  7  6  AR  AR  IRF1  IRF1  HIF1A HIF1A  BRCA1  BRCA1  IRF3  IRF3  STAT3 STAT3  EP300  EP300  IRF5  IRF5  ATF2  ATF2  ESR1  ESR1  FOSL2  FOSL2  TBP  JUN  JUN  CEBPB TFAP2A  PPARG  PPARG  CEBPA  RB1  RB1  SMAD4  SMAD4  STAT1  STAT1  TP53  TP53  CEBPA  SOX9   Table S6 . To demonstrate the stability of the results for different values of α, the TF comparison for α = 7 and α = 6 is presented. 
H1N1 & H3N2 & H5N1
Further comparison to oPossum
we have also tested oPossum with the three different DE gene sets (one for each condition). Below we present the condition-specific comparison to oPossum. As highlighted, MT-SDREM finds far more immune response and flu response related TFs compared to oPossum. Table S13 . oPossum vs MT-SDREM for H1N1 Table S17 . GO comparison between the DE gene list and the MT-SDREM for H1N1 for the top 500 genes. The enrichment was performed using the FuncAssociate tool [9] . Only categories with DE genes adjusted p-value of ≤ 0.001 and MT-SDREM genes p-value of ≥ 0.01 are presented. If a p-value for MT-SDREM is NA, that means that that category was not enriched for in the MT-SDREM list. All immune response related categories are presented. Table S19 . GO comparison between the DE gene list and the MT-SDREM for H3N2 for the top 500 genes. The enrichment was performed using the FuncAssociate tool [9] . Only categories with DE genes adjusted p-value of ≤ 0.001 and MT-SDREM genes p-value of ≥ 0.01 are presented. If a p-value for MT-SDREM is NA, that means that that category was not enriched for in the MT-SDREM list. All immune response related categories are presented. Table S21 . GO comparison between the Differentially Expressed (DE) gene list combined using the Kemeny method and MT-SDREM gene list combined using the flow sum method as described in the main manuscript. The enrichment was performed using the FuncAssociate tool [9] . Table S22 . GO comparison between the Differentially Expressed (DE) gene list combined using the Kemeny method and MT-SDREM gene list combined using the flow sum method as described in the main manuscript. The enrichment was performed using the FuncAssociate tool [9] Table S24 . GO comparison between the DE gene list and the MT-SDREM for H1N1 for the top 1000 genes. The enrichment was performed using the FuncAssociate tool [9] . Only categories with DE genes adjusted p-value of ≤ 0.001 and MT-SDREM genes p-value of ≥ 0.01 are presented. If a p-value for MT-SDREM is NA, that means that that category was not enriched for in the MT-SDREM list. All immune response related categories are presented. No GO enrichment at all was found for the top 1000 DE genes for H5N1. Table S28 . The number of strain-specific proteins and their overlap with RNAi screen hits is given.
Strain-specific statistics
GO comparison with I-SDREM
Below we present the condition-specific GO comparison with I-SDREM for the top 500 genes. The FuncAssociate tool was used for the GO comparison. While the I-SDREM list gives slightly better GO categories compared to the MT-SDREM list, we'd like to note that the opposite can be true when the DAVID tool [10, 11] is used for comparison. There, the MT-SDREM list gives slightly better categories. Thus we conclude that the GO differences between the two tools are not significant.
H1N1 comparison
MT-SDREM finds 163 immune related categories while I-SDREM finds 182 such categories with FuncAssociate. Some of those categories are presented below -the full list is on the Supporting website. (By contrast, when using DAVID, MT-SDREM finds 296 immune related categories while I-SDREM finds only 282).
